Feature: Peer-to-peer chat outside of session

At the moment only a single chat window can exist (the Roundtable), which is attached to a Saros session. By implementing this feature, it should become possible for a user to start a P2P chat with another user outside of a session.

The requirements are:

- When signed into the roster, user A can right-click on a buddy (user B) in the roster view and select "Chat with this buddy"
- This opens an additional tab in the right-hand pane of the Saros view, independent of whether there already exists a session.
- Users A and B can then conduct a normal P2P IM chat in the new window.
- There is no requirement that more than two people may join such a chat (i.e. 1-to-1 chat is perfectly adequate), but you may look into this possibility.
- There should in theory be no limit to the number of simultaneous P2P chats a user has.
- A chat window should be closeable (except for the Roundtable).

Please make sure you respect the existing UI code architecture.